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Headteacher's Message
As we make progress into the final half term of the year, we are proud to release a bumper edition of our
newsletter to bring all parents up to speed with everything ‘DEC’! Year 11 have sat their last examination,
our hugely expanded 6th form launch is imminent and pupils have completed their end of year
examinations. An exciting and challenging time for all – the excellent teaching paired with the amazing
resilience and dedication of pupils will, I’m sure, see another record year for results and rates of progress
at Dame Elizabeth Cadbury.
As well as our continuing school improvement journey, I’m sure you will have heard about the exciting
investments and development works that are now beginning at Dame Elizabeth as we improve the quality
and range of facilities for pupils to enjoy. It is our belief that pupils deserve to have the very best
provision available, whether that is state of the art ICT facilities, refurbished classrooms or investment in
resources to support lessons – a great environment supports great learning.

We are delighted to share with you our plans for the brand new toilets, for which work has now begun.
Pupils have been involved, through student council, in the design and planning for our new toilets. The
pupils were promised toilets akin to those in John Lewis and I’m sure you will agree, the plans above
really do show a transformed set of facilities for pupils to use from September 2018.
As always, we thank you all for your continued support and encouragement of our work to ensure our
young people get the very best education and outcomes as we support their development from children
into adults. We are extremely proud of our pupils, as we’re sure you are too as their parents/ carers.

Mr Dunn
Headteacher

Friday Night was Prom Night
Awesome Year 11 Leavers
Wow! What a fantastic end to the year. We are immensely proud of our Year 11 pupils who have now
completed their GCSEs! In total there were 48 different exams, with individual pupils sitting as many as
16! Pupils and staff had worked tirelessly throughout the year with intervention sessions taking place
before and after school and even during the school holidays. A tremendous amount of hard work has
gone into the exam season from all of the pupils and staff here at Dame Elizabeth Cadbury and we are
confident of yet another superb set of results.
During the final few weeks of school it was only right and proper that we celebrated the efforts of the
pupils and we did this through our Year 11 Leavers Assembly. This was very well attended by pupils and
their parents and awards were given out to pupils for their outstanding achievements across all subjects.
A video montage showing how pupils have changed during their 5 years at Dame Elizabeth Cadbury
School brought numerous “aaahs” and giggles from the audience. Pupils’ talents were also shared, for
example the final GCSE Artwork was shown which had been on display at the South Network Art Show
previously. Two of our pupils demonstrated their amazing musical talents – Chloe Adams beautifully
sang ‘The Call’ and Andrew Long performed a Hendrix inspired piece on the electric guitar. Special
awards and thanks were given to Ole Gray and Chelsea Brookes, our Head Boy and Head Girl, for the role
they have played in helping the school to run smoothly. They really do make a huge difference and are
great role models for younger pupils to look up to. The overall Student of the Year Award was given to
Amy Hampton for her continual drive for self‐improvement and her clear desire to achieve as highly as
she can. We are sure that Amy will continue to excel as she enters our expanding Sixth Form.

The highlight of the year for many Year 11 pupils has to be prom. This year it was held at the Abbey Park
Golf and Country club in Redditch. Pupils arrived in fantastic vehicles including a Bentley, a Ferrari, and a
Lamborghini; but my personal favourite was the beautiful 1930s Rolls Royce. The gentlemen arrived in
their finest suits. The ladies all looked stunning in dresses inspired by the 1920s, 1960s and some in
classic Disney Princess ball gowns. Pupils danced late into the night, with at least one rendition of ‘It’s
Coming Home’ on the playlist. Academy Photography were present to take individual and group pictures
and a photo booth was available for the pupils to have more informal pictures.
So with the expanding Sixth Form, it gives me great pleasure to know that this is not the end of pupils’
time with us and I look forward to seeing many of you returning in September!
Results Day – 23rd August
Pupils can come in from 9.30am to collect their results and register for their Sixth Form courses.

Mr Wright
Assistant Headteacher

SEND
Thank you to all those parents who joined me, Mr Dunn and other members of staff in the Library on the
6th June for the third Coffee Morning of this academic year.
Mr Dunn was able to update us on The Believe Centre, which now heralds the return of Mrs Buck and the
addition of Ms Morris. As from September, it will be housed in the caretaker’s house at the back of the
Sports Hall.
The parents there were able to give us really useful feedback on how well they feel we are meeting the
needs of their children and also how accessible our website is.
I was pleased to announce that in response to a need demonstrated by parents, we held an Anxiety
Management Workshop on 21st June at 4 – 5.30pm. This was for parents to learn more about managing
their child’s anxiety. It was run by Baljit Nhal, our Mental Health Practitioner.
Mr Dunn also informed everyone that a new Assistant Head, Mr Rackham, will be joining Dame Elizabeth
Cadbury School in September as a full time member of staff with the Strategic Responsibility for all
Additional Needs. I, sadly, will be leaving, so I would like to thank you all for your warm welcome and
support throughout my stay here. Dame Elizabeth is a wonderful place to work because the staff here are
so committed and talented, but mainly because we have great pupils who deserve the very best, and I am
sure Mr Rackham is.
I wish you all a very happy future and every success for you and your children.

Ms Scott
Assistant Headteacher

6th Form
Congratulations to all our 6th Form students on another incredibly successful year. Well done to Year 13
students with completing your A‐Level and BTEC qualifications, we look forward to celebrating with you
at our end of Year 13 Meal.
In addition, well done to Year 12 students for all your hard work and effort and look forward to seeing
you in September to complete your qualifications and start your UCAS applications.
Our 6th Form is expanding considerably from September, we look forward to welcoming a record number
of new Year 12 students taking part in a new suite of A‐Level and BTEC qualifications. These qualifications
include:
A‐Level
•
Mathematics
•
Physics
•
Chemistry
•
English Literature
•
Psychology
•
History
•
Product Design
•
Sociology

BTEC Level 3
•
Business
•
Creative Digital Media Production
•
Sport
•
Health & Social Care

Well done to our Y11 students with all their hard work for their GCSE’s this year and we look forward to
seeing you all on Results Day, where we will be able to help you with your enrolment into our 6th Form!

Mr Hanson and Mr Whittingham
Joint Heads of 6th Form, ICT and Media

Mathematics
Lola takes the gold!
On Friday 20th April 2018, four of DEC’s most outstanding mathematicians took part in the UKMT Maths
Team Challenge Regional Finals at Earl Mortimer College in Leominster.
The Dame Elizabeth Cadbury team comprised of Lola Miles 8DM1, Joy Lee 8EX2, Nathaniel Pinkstone 9EX2
and Sarthak Singh 9YK1. The success of this team depended on them working well as a team, as well as
applying their mathematical skills to a range of different problems.
When they arrived, their first challenge was the group round. This is where they had ten maths questions
to answer as a team. The team did very well in this challenge.
The second round required the team to split into pairs to do the cross‐number. One pair had to complete
the downs in the cross‐number and the other complete across.
After lunch it was the shuttle round. This was a difficult round as one pair’s answer led on to the other’s
so if it was wrong, the rest of the questions would be answered wrong too.
The final round involved all the teams splitting into pairs again for the relay. This was an exciting round as
when one pair answered questions, the other pair had to run across the room to collect their question. It
was a quick round and the questions kept on coming!
At the end of this round the team had a tense wait for the results and were delighted to find out that they
came fourth out of 19 teams. A brilliant achievement!
The following week, on Thursday 26th April, 50 of DEC’s most promising mathematicians also competed in
the UKMT Junior Mathematical Challenge, an individual challenge this time. The challenge involved
answering 25 multiple choice questions in one hour and is sat in school under normal exam conditions.
Over 250,000 pupils across the UK competed in the challenge with roughly the top performing 6%
receiving a gold certificate, the next 13% silver and the next 21% bronze.
A huge well done to all of the pupils involved. They worked incredibly hard for the whole hour on some
very complex questions, which really tested their problem solving abilities.
This year's results represent a magnificent achievement with many DEC pupils being awarded certificates.
Our top performers this year are summarised below and pupils will be receiving their awards in house
assemblies very soon.

Miss Buckley
Maths

English
Something Wicked This Way Comes…
On Thursday 26th April, Year 10 English were treated to a live broadcast from the Royal Shakespeare
Company. This well‐known and well‐studied play, was bought to life by award winning actors, Christopher
Eccleston and Niamh Cusack.
The contemporary production of Shakespeare’s darkest psychological thriller started with a live
introduction from behind the scenes and included activities for students to help them engage with the
production and get the most from the experience. This included opportunities for students to email and
tweet questions and get insight that will be invaluable in understanding characters and wider issues ready
for their GCSEs. There were two intervals in which students were encouraged to get in touch and question
parts of the production they had seen. Dame Elizabeth Cadbury was one of hundreds of school that took
part on the day, and it was great to see different responses coming from all around the country, and
share interpretations of the text.

The production itself was dark and delightful, with the theme of time being emphasised throughout;
depicting clearly Macbeth’s fatal countdown. Similarly, students also enjoyed the Porter’s death tally,
which marked each of Macbeth’s bloody moments. Students had mixed feelings on the Witches, who
were played by children‐ some found them terrifying, while others felt they weren’t scary enough!
However, there was full agreement on the excellent portrayal of the two lead roles.
It was great to see so many of our students understand and enjoy Shakespeare, and have real opinions on
the production and interpretation of the characters. Hopefully the images and feelings experienced from
live theatre will stay with students and help them to further develop their own perspectives on Macbeth
as their GCSE continues.

Mrs Atton
Head of English

Science
What’s new in DEC Science this year?
This year has seen a number of fantastic opportunities for students at DEC. We have embarked on a new
and exciting partnership with the University of Birmingham. Our Triple Science students competed in the
Big Physics Quiz, with our top team reaching 11th place in a field of 96 teams, including entries from
selective and private schools. All of our teams showed immense commitment and resilience in the
competition, as well as exemplifying the values of the school. We are also lucky to have welcomed more
than 40 undergraduates from UoB who have given up their time to tutor our GCSE students as they
prepared for their exams. This was a tremendous opportunity for our students and the feedback from the
undergraduates is a credit to DEC.

In addition to support with GCSE Science concepts, our students gained an exclusive insight into the path
to university study and the life and education of undergraduates. We look forward to opportunities next
year and thank those undergraduates who have selflessly given their time to support our students. STEM
club has also been a popular success throughout the year. By engaging with Science Faculty staff and
volunteers from the University of Birmingham, students have been exposed to novel and exciting
applications of Science (a popular favourite was the production of slime!). Next year, we intend to expand
on the Science Faculty extra curricular provision. This will allow students to experience phenomena which
are not normally found on the statutory curriculum, in addition to building a love of Science. We are also
excited to announce the roll out of A Level Sciences at DEC. Beginning in 2018‐19 we will offer A Level
Chemistry and Physics. These courses will enable students to remain at DEC whilst studying Sciences at an
advanced level, with aspirations of study at university. We intend on offering A Level Biology in 2019‐20,
providing our students with a full suite of post 16 Science qualifications.
Beyond our core Science curriculum, credit must be given to our GCSE Astronomy students. We intend on
offering this course on a wider basis in future years for those with a particular interest in the cosmos. The
current cohort has demonstrated incredible enthusiasm in studying a demanding course and there are
many exciting opportunities for observations with this group as they move into Year 10.

Mr Feenan
Head of Science

MFL Updates
Bonjour, Guten Tag and Hola from your Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) team!
We have had some new staff join the Dame Elizabeth MFL team. Mrs Lopez, our new Head of Department
and a teacher of Spanish, a new language for our school, and Mrs Gerrard who is a highly experienced
teacher of French, are now working along Mrs Stait, our established teacher of German and French.
The new team will aim not only to improve academic results, but also to help pupils develop a love for
languages. Learning languages can be great fun, and also help you with your other subjects. Languages
are highly valued by employers and universities – and will also help you to make new friends and get
more out of your holidays – what’s not to like? I am sure you are enjoying the World Cup – as you watch
make sure you look out for all those foreign languages on display!

From 21st‐24th March 2018 a group of 40 students from year 8 together with Miss Foster, Mrs Stait, Mr
Johns and Mr Duncan went on a trip to the city of Cologne in Germany! After a long journey by coach and
ferry we finally got there! Hallo Köln!
We stayed in a very comfy youth hotel right next to the river Rhine. On our first full day we went on a
walking tour around Cologne city centre with its very impressive cathedral which dates back to 1248.
Later in the day we visited the Cologne chocolate museum, which was very yummy, or lecker as the
Germans would say! In the evening we went for some competitive and fun bowling.
The next day we left Cologne to see the medieval city of Koblenz where the rivers Rhine and Moselle
meet. The evening was free, so we played basketball, table tennis and table football at the youth hotel
and just chilled out. The next morning, we had to get up early to travel back to the UK! We were really
looking forward to tell everybody about our trip abroad, new friends we made and we are also looking
forward to the next trip! Where in Europe will it be? Let’s see!

Mrs Stait
MFL

Safeguarding Curriculum
Since September we have been busy offering our pupils awareness, guidance and advice sessions on key
learning areas as part of our commitment towards the “keeping children safe in education” agenda.
Topics covered have included sexting, Prevent (radicalisation/extremism & terrorism), black history
resources, bullying/cyber bullying and E–safety, comic relief week, gangs, youth violence and knife crime,
mental health, CSE, eating disorders, drug misuse, teenage relationships, faith & cultures, British values,
hate crime and forced marriage.
Some useful websites for parents to look at are:
www.nspcc.org.uk
www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice‐centre/parents‐and‐carers
(E‐safety tips for parents)
www.youngminds.org.uk
(Mental Health advice)

New member of the Safeguarding team
At the start of the second summer half term we welcomed Ms Morris
to our safeguarding team. Ms Morris will be employed as a school
social worker and we are looking forward and excited about the
projects we have visions for in the future.

E‐safety accreditation
Here at DECS we are looking to expand on some of the prestigious awards we currently hold. In addition
to the B.I.G award for anti–bullying work and our Educate & Celebrate award for outstanding LGBT
practice we hold, we are looking to submit a portfolio to gain the nationally recognised 360 award for
outstanding E‐safety practice.

SLE in safeguarding
Finally, our DSL (designated safeguarding lead) Mr C Walton here at DECS has now become an SLE
(specialist leader in education) for Safeguarding. This means he will be supporting other schools and
advising on areas for development within their safeguarding practice. Well done.

Mr Walton
Assistant Headteacher

Spotlight on Attendance Campaign
The outcome of the Spotlight Campaign – September 2017‐March 2018






20 children were in the Action Group. 17 children successfully improved their overall attendance.
2 cases were heard at Birmingham Magistrates Court. 1 family received a £375 fine and the other
family received a £275 fine.
1 family are pending prosecution.
We currently have 10 children on the Fast–Track to Attendance Campaign.

Leave in term time
We work alongside the local authority and the following penalty notices/court fines have been issued:‐
 1 family received a £60 penalty notice and 1 family received a £875 court fine. A number of families
are pending outcomes.
No holidays are to be taken in term time. Any requests for leave in term time needs to be put in writing
and addressed to the Headteacher.
The attendance team regularly conduct home visits if your child is not in school for a short period of time,
even if you have called the school with the reason to why they are absent. In some cases, Birmingham
Children Services will be informed to safeguard all children.

Attendance
We would like to congratulate the many parents who make sure their children attend school regularly.
Dame Elizabeth Cadbury School is working in partnership with parents and pupils to improve school
attendance.

Attendance is a Journey to Success! How does your child compare?

Frequent absence can add up to a considerable amount of lost learning and can seriously disadvantage
your child in adult life.
Again, we would like to thank those parents who make sure their child is attending school regularly and
are therefore benefiting fully from their educational opportunity. It is a parent’s legal responsibility to
ensure their children receive appropriate education. Failing to send your child to school regularly without
good reason is a criminal offence.
Please remember that parental illness, going shopping, visiting family, truancy, not wanting to go to
school, alleged bullying (speak to school immediately to resolve the issue) are not acceptable reasons to
be absent. All of these will be recorded as unauthorised absence, including if your child arrives at school
after the close of registration.
Legal action that may be taken include:





Issuing penalty notices: each parent receives a penalty notice for each child who has unauthorised
absence. The penalty is £60 or £120 depending on how soon payment is made. So, if there are two
parents and two children the total penalties could be up to £480. Failure to pay may result in
prosecution.
Taking parents to court for unauthorised absence: Education Act 1996 Section 444(1) – court can
fine each parent up to £1000 per child, order payment of prosecution costs and/or impose a
Parenting Order.
Taking parents to court for persistent unauthorised absence: Education Act 1996 Section 444(1A) –
court can fine each parent up to £2,500 per child, order payment of the prosecution costs impose a
Parenting Order and/or sentence you to a period of imprisonment of up to 3 months.

Being taken to court could result in you having a criminal record.

Mrs Minogue
Attendance Officer

Durham House: Always Rising
As we near the end of the academic year, I will use this time to reflect upon the year Durham pupils
have had and the accomplishments they have all achieved.

Attendance
Attendance is the key to the progress your child makes at Dame Elizabeth. Durham pupils have been
consistent at maintaining over 95% attendance throughout the academic year. Congratulations to the
forms who have maintained attendance over 95%, with massive congratulations to 7DM1 who have
achieved 96.6% attendance for the year thus far. This is the sixth best percentage for a form in the whole
school out of 27 form groups. This shows the dedication and commitment from the pupils towards their
education.
Parents/carers, your continued support to get your child/children into school has been imperative to their
progress and I ask for your continued support to ensure they are attending school every day.
The leading forms for attendance year to date:
7DM1 – 96.60 %

8DM1 – 96.47%

10DM2 – 95.9%

Outstanding/positive learning behaviours
Pupils have continued to build on their positives and outstanding learning behaviours which have resulted
in solid improvements in progress. The pupils have developed a deep understanding of achievement and
have shown this through raising their efforts within lessons. Pupils receive outstanding learning points
which are turned into a monetary gift for all pupils to purchase items from our rewards shop. The points
can be cashed in at various parts of the year. All Durham pupils currently have a total of 38349. With the
top pupil achieving 336 Anjali Dutta, followed closely with 321 Demi‐Lee Booth. The competition is on to
see that one of these pupils will be crown the winner this summer term.
Top pupil from each year group receiving the most positives:
The below pupils are going above and beyond in lessons to achieve their full potential.
Every week there is a HOH award ‘student of the week’ which is delivered during our house assembly.
The award goes to the pupil with most positives and 100% attendance. We have had many different
winners, week upon week. 35 weeks in and we have had 26 different winners. This is a testament to the
hard work pupils are putting in during lessons.
Name
Luke Cody
Demi‐Lee Booth
Kyle Favell
Anjali Dutta
Amy Hampton

Form
7DM1
8DM2
9DM2
10DM1
11DM1

Positives
315
321
245
336
224

End of term plans & goals
Durham is looking to finish out 2018 successfully. We are aiming for an overall win in the summer whole
school assembly. After coming joint first with York at Easter this has been the House’s aim since returning
for summer term. If we are successful it is a huge opportunity for pupils to be proud of all their hard work
over this academic year. We have to keep working hard, dig deep, right up to our final days in school to
achieve our goal. We pushed through the dark mornings and dark nights; we pushed through the sniffles
and the sore throats to achieve our goals at Easter. Hard work is imperative to our success as a House; we
have stuck to our plan all year of:
1) Arrive to school every day, on time

2) Follow staff instructions 3) Complete all homework

We have also stuck to our House mantra ‘Always Rising’ as we have risen to the challenge from the other
two Houses all year. Let the best House win in the summer celebrations and all pupils reflect on the year
they have had and what will be different on their return in September ready for the next academic year.
Have a great summer and a well‐earned rest to all the Durham pupils and staff.

Mr W Robinson
Head of Durham House

Exeter House: Eyes on the Horizon
As we end the 2017/18 academic year it is always good to reflect on the success of the Exeter House both
as a House and recognise some key individuals who have being outstanding in different areas across
school so far this year.

Attendance
The backbone and underpinning factor to success academically; not surprisingly the high attending
students in Exeter are those who gain the benefits in relation to outstanding end of year assessment
grades.
Exeter’s current year to date attendance stands at 94.3%. This is higher than the same point last year by
over 0.3% and is a massive achievement working towards raising the bar to ensure our attendance can be
classed as outstanding. Many pupils within Exeter have maintained their 100% attendance record for the
academic year so far (21 pupils).
The students below had 100% attendance for the entire year. A massive congratulations from myself and
for receiving substantial point rewards.
100% Attenders (2017‐2018 Academic Year)








Frankie Allen
Divine Batunga
Sean Bizabani
Jaidi Booth
Zabrina Collins
David Fallag
Peter Fallag









Tallula Hill
Kye John
Oliver Matthews
Jesse May
Minjoon Park
Daisy Pitt
Nathan Shaw








Kylah Stokes
Evan Thomason
Tyrique Wilkinson
Nathan Williams
Chloe Woods
Laura Woods

Outstanding/Positive learning behaviours
Having such good attendance as a House has impacted pupils in Exeter positively as expected. Many
pupils have continued to build on their progress by achieving a considerable amount of outstanding and
positive lesson learning behaviours during this year. Below are the top pupils from each year group
receiving the most positives in Exeter:
Name
Minjoon Park
Joy Lee
Bethany Blake
Milan Quinn Millard

Year
7
8
9
10

Total Outstanding/Positives
388
329
276
322

Exeter Form Group Competition

Within Exeter we run a half termly form competition which takes all of: attendance, positives and
outstanding learning behaviours and gives a final placing in a league format. Congratulations to 7EX2 who
finish the year with the highest attendance in the House and most outstanding learning behaviours which
have contributed to their overall first place position.

Summary
Exeter has had a really positive academic year aiming to becoming the leading House at Dame Elizabeth
Cadbury School alongside hitting our targets for attendance and progress this year.
Exeter pupils keep your ‘Eyes on the Horizon’ and always remember positive people make positive
change.
Mr R Hanson
Head of Exeter House

York House: Standing Tall
As we come to the end of our final term and approach the summer holidays, I would like to share with
you some of the many successes achieved by our York students.
Throughout the term, York students have strived to succeed in many aspects of their education, whilst
also ensuring they are the best version of themselves. As a House, we have set ourselves targets to raise
our aspirations and shown commitment to achieving these targets through perseverance and diligence.
There are, of course, those students within the House who have “gone the extra mile”, taking every
opportunity to secure success and raise their own attainment as detailed below:
Highest number of outstanding lessons and positive points:
Student
Ethan Haywood
Matthew Taylor
Sarthak Singh
Makiaha Garvey

Form
7YK3
8YK1
9YK1
10YK1

Outstanding lessons / points
348
413
245
310

Many congratulations to these students who have continually aspired to be
outstanding ambassadors of Dame Elizabeth Cadbury School and York House.

Attendance
Based on the termly attendance data, York has achieved the highest attendance score across the three
houses, with a large proportion of York students receiving 100%. Outstanding attendance is paramount
to students achieving and surpassing their target grades. As research proves, students must achieve 97%
attendance or above to make expected progress in their subjects.
Thank you to all parents and carers who work with us to help give your child/children the best
chance of success.
Well done to 7YK1 who achieved the highest attendance this term with 97.62%.

Rewards

I am extremely proud to share with you that more York students have been awarded a DEC Award of
Excellence this term, spot these students by the yellow (2000 points), bronze (4000 points) and silver
(8000 points) stars on their lapel. We have also now issued the ‘Gold’ Awards of Excellence (11000
points) to Dhinasa Willaddara and Kathryn Brown from 10YK2. I am certain that many more York
students will achieve this level of excellence during the next academic year, with some students receiving
the coveted ‘Platinum’ award (15000 points).
Well done to all York students for their ongoing diligence throughout the year; let’s ensure this standard
is maintained to the very end, House trophies are within our reach! Thank you also to Parents and Carers
for your ongoing support, it makes all the difference in helping us to grow your children into successful
young people.
York Giants ‘Standing Tall’ is our mantra and you have maintained this throughout the year, leading the
other Houses by example. As we come to a close for this academic year, let us continue to ‘stand tall’
together and build on the foundations you have set, looking forward and planning ahead to further
successes in September. What were our new ‘additions’ at the start of the year (Year 7) are now fully
embedded into the York House and have become a real credit to the York family, with a special mention
to 7YK1 for not only having the best attendance but in addition the most positives of the term.

Miss Greene
Head of York House

Anti‐Bullying Team
Anti‐Bullying update
We are currently in the process of recruiting new Anti‐Bullying Ambassadors for September.
If you are in Years 7 and 8 keep your eye out in assemblies and form on how to apply.
This is an exciting opportunity to be part of an ever growing team to help keep our school safe and happy.

Our current anti bullying ambassadors are also going on an anti‐bullying training course in September to
bring lots of exciting ideas and opportunities to our team.
Remember if you have any concerns with bullying please use the different ways of reporting:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Email Miss Faulkner: c.faulkner@decschool.co.uk
Fill in an ABA form and place it in the red letter box
Speak to an ABA
Complete a form on the advice page on the website

Miss Faulkner
Assistant Head of House ‐ Durham
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